
 

Typical Details 

EZWall 
 

OVERVIEW 

EZWall is a simple system designed to give the rich metal panel look at a more affordable cost. 

By eliminating routing and folding, this system can be installed using standard carpentry tools 

and methods. 

ACM is a rigid panel, so when sheet metal soffits and fasciae are replaced with Vitrabond and 

EZWall, a flat surface is achieves free of ripples and “oil-canning”. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

EZWall is great for soffits, fasciae, canopies, feature walls, window bays, signage, building 

accents, and facades.  

 

 

 

















 

Typical Details 

VHB by 3M 
 

OVERVIEW 

The VHB adhesive (Very High Bond) developed by 3M is another simple yet cost-effective 

installation system for Vitrabond ACM. Without routing and folding, the Vitrabond ACM panels 

are cut and installed over furring using standard carpentry tools and methods 

Joints are caulked to give the appearance of a rout & return wet seal system. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Vitrabond can be installed with VHB by 3M in many applications, including soffits, fasciae, 

canopies, feature walls, window bays, signage, building accents, and facades. 

 

 



























 

Typical Details 

Rout & Return Wet Seal 

(Staggered Clip System) 

 

OVERVIEW 

The rout and return with a caulked joint is probably the most common method of installing 

Vitrabond for most commercial building facades. The Vitrabond ACM sheets are cut, back-

routed and folded into panels, with aluminum Z-Clips fastened to the rear of the panels to 

provide a concealed fastening system. 

The installer mounts the pre-fabricated panels side by side on the building, and the joints are 

then filled with a backer rod and caulk style sealant. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Most common for facades, building accents, signage, and feature walls. 

 

 























 

Typical Details 

Rout & Return Rainscreen 

(Dry Joint) 

 

OVERVIEW 

The rain screen principle is a science in itself.  Many fabricators are specialists in the field of 

building envelopes, delivering pressure-equalized rain screen systems, and drained and back-

ventilated rain screen systems, using Vitrabond ACM. The Vitrabond ACM sheets are cut, back-

routed and folded into panels by a specialty fabricator, with aluminum mounting extrusions 

fastened to the rear of the panels to provide a concealed fastening system. The same 

extrusions are used for both types of rain screens, however certain techniques and practices 

are followed when building a pressure-equalized rain screen system. 

The installer mounts the pre-fabricated panels onto mating extrusions on the building, and the 

reveal joints have a spline inserted. 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Most common for facades, building accents, signage, and feature walls. 
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